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OBJECTIVES
• To maintain excellent
relationships with our project
partners
• To preserve life on land through
anti-poaching initiatives

SUMMARY
Funds raised from the GVI Charitable Trust made it possible for
us to purchase a new anti-poaching vehicle for Karongwe Private
Game Reserve on September 20th 2016. This vehicle will give the
anti-poaching unit the ability to provide a better service to the
reserve via creating a greater presence on the ground, namely to
protect our endangered white rhino.
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REPORT
Since 2008 poachers have killed at least 5,940 African rhinos… Rhino poaching is
currently at a crisis point. By the end of 2015, the number of African rhinos killed by
poachers had increased for the sixth year in a row with at least 1,338 rhinos killed by
poachers across Africa in 2015 with the vast majority of these poaching incidents
occurring in South Africa. If this merciless slaughter continues rhino will be extinct by
the year 2040.

The current poaching epidemic is attributed to the growing demand for rhino horn in
Asian countries, mainly Vietnam and China. Vietnam has been identified as the largest
user country of rhino horn. Although rhino horn has no scientific medical benefits,
consumers are using it to treat a wide range of conditions, from cancer to hangovers,
and due to its high value it is now also used as a status symbol by wealthy individuals.
The high price fetched for the horn has attracted the involvement of ruthless criminal
syndicates who use high-tech equipment to track down and kill the rhinos.
Karongwe is one of the few private game reserves in South Africa who preserves the
white rhino. Reserves who choose to accommodate these magnificent creatures do so
with great responsibility. Law states that an anti-poaching unit must be active within
any area containing rhino, a necessity due to the incredibly high demand for their
horn. The anti-poaching team on Karongwe never sleeps. Their patrols run 24 hours a
day 7 days a week, as the risk of intruders is constant, surprisingly even during the
day.
The addition of this new vehicle to their patrols enables the unit to send an extra set of
eyes and ears out on the reserve everyday. It is this presence that assists in deterring
poachers from initially entering the reserve as well as detecting their presence earlier
if they have already penetrated the fence. Not only is this vehicle a fantastic asset to
the anti-poaching unit, it also reiterates a positive relationship with reserve
management and landowners alike. It is contributions such as these that prove our
commitment to a shared goal, the conservation of this unique endangered species.

ABOUT GVI
We’re a family-run organisation with
an amazing culture and an awesome
team of people across the world
who are passionate experts in their
chosen field and will make your
experience a truly unforgettable one
(in a good way).
Our award-winning projects receive
over 2000 participants every year,
and we’re proud to say that the vast
majority of them describe their
experience with us as ‘life changing’.
Our approval rate from over 20 000
participants since 1997 is over 95%.
A key component of the success of
our community development and
conservation projects is the
participants who join our programs.
Opportunities include high impact
volunteering from one week and up,
internships for those looking for
career development opportunities,
Challenges that allow a one week
adventure all for a good cause and a
range of programs for school groups
and younger volunteers.
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